2001 ford escape misfiring

It stands for:. P should be considered a cause for concern, and can be a threat to the drivability
the Ford Escape. The one nice thing about P is that it is a cylinder specific misfire code. This
makes diagnosing the problems simpler than P , which means that the cylinders are randomly
misfiring. It will often be accompanied by codes PP These particular codes indicate that there is
a misfire in one of the other respective cylinders. Fixing P should be a high priority. Driving with
a misfire can damage that catalytic converter, and raw fuel will pass through the cylinder into
the exhaust. Typically, fuel mileage will suffer as well. P is a cylinder specific misfire code,
which means that cylinder 1 is misfiring and causing the code. There are quite a few things that
can cause the P trouble code to trigger the Ford Escape. Here are the most common problems
that will throw the code. They are presented somewhat in order from most to least likely to be
causing the code:. If you follow the items listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect
and test the parts of the ignition system around cylinder 1 to determine whether or not you need
to replace the coil packs, plugs, or wires. You can always reset the trouble codes and swap the
coil pack, wire, and plug from cylinder 1 to another. Go ahead and replace them or have them
tested. After that you would want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and
left unfixed can get worse. Fixing the problem causing the code to fire can save you time and
money and keep your Ford from breaking down. Quick action may also save your catalytic
converter from ruin. Ford Escape P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means
that cylinder 1 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It
depends on how serious the misfire is. The vehicle may produce excess vibration, especially at
lower RPM. Fuel mileage will suffer. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in good
shape. Most vehicles now come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently. That
being said, the plugs are a great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern engines,
the plug wires are not nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil Packs â€”
Coil packs rarely go bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause p in your Ford Escape.
Replacing a set can be very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start. Popular
Mechanics : How to find a vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but
it does happen. Low Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked
head, etc.. You should also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a Serious Concern?
Good luck diagnosing P in your Ford Escape! P is a relatively common trouble code with any
vehicle, that includes the Ford Escape. P is certainly a cause for concern, and should be
considered a threat to the drivability your Escape. It will often be accompanied by codes P, P , P
, etcâ€¦. Fixing P should be considered a high priority. It also can cost money to ignore it, since
driving with a misfire can damage the vehicles catalytic converter. The engine is also not firing
all of the fuel, so raw fuel is also passing through Cylinder 4 into the exhaust. Mileage may
suffer as well when your Escape has P as well. P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which
means that Cylinder 4 is misfiring and causing the code. There are quite a few things that can
cause the P trouble code to trigger the Ford Escape. Here are the most common problems that
will throw the code. They are presented somewhat in order from most to least likely to be
causing the code:. If you follow the items listed above you should be able to fix the P Inspect
and test the parts of the ignition system around the cylinder to determine whether or not you
need to replace the coil packs, plugs, or wires. Most of the time one of those three things will
end up being the problem. You need to reset the trouble codes and swap the coil pack, wire,
and plug from Cylinder 4 to another. After that, Go ahead and replace them or have them tested.
After that you would want to test the fuel injection system. P is cause for concern and left
unfixed can leave you stranded or make the vehicle virtually un-drivable. Fixing the problem
causing the code to fire can save you time and money and keep your Ford Escape from
breaking down. Quick action may also save your catalytic converter from going bad. Good luck
diagnosing the issue. If there is anything that you would like to add please leave a comment
below. Ford Escape P Definition P is a cylinder specific misfire code, which means that Cylinder
4 is misfiring and causing the code. The vehicle itself may begin to run rough. It depends on
how serious the misfire is. The vehicle may produce excess vibration, especially at lower RPM.
Fuel mileage may suffer. You may smell raw gas coming from the tail pipe. The vehicle may
backfire. Take a look at the electrodes and see if they are in good shape. Most vehicles now
come with iridium plugs that need changed very infrequently. That being said, the plugs are a
great place to start. Spark Plug Wires â€” On most modern engines, the plug wires are not
nearly as long as they once were, but they can still go bad. Coil Packs â€” Coil packs rarely go
bad, but when they do, they can certainly cause P in your Ford Escape. Replacing a set can be
very expensive. This is definitely not the place to start. Popular Mechanics : How to find a
vacuum leak. Cam or Crank Sensors â€” This one is very unlikely, but it does happen. Low
Compression â€” If you have a leaking head gasket, bent valve, cracked head, etc.. You should
also feel the vehicle is down on power as well. Is P a Serious Concern? After many miles of dry

weather driving it would run fine. It ran like this for about a month and it got where i could tell
exactly what days it would misfire and for how long until it "dried out" and ran ok. It ran fine in
all types of weather until recently at 85k miles after being in garage all night i drove about 10
miles on a very snowy and slushy day snow was melting fast and it started misfiring again
exactly like before. I have moved miles away from mechanic who worked on it before. Any good
mechanics around Pueblo, Colorado anybody reccomends? Had a ford ranger with same
problem, try this Use caution around fan and belts. My problem was a defective coil. It ran like
this for about a month and it got where i could tell exactly what days it would misfire and for
how long until it To test, gain access to the COP unit for cylinder 5. If no voltage is present
there, replace the faulty COP unit. If voltage is present, swap the COP unit with one from
another cylinder. If voltage disappears briefly or is not present at all, cut open the harness to
locate and repair the broken wire inside the protective coating. It is common for this wire to
break internally within 3 inches of the PCM connector. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is
secondary at this point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID
pushes some with eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge.
Official on Woods: He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine
acceptance grows. State tax changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears
defended by former child star. Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Update: tin2mik
Answer Save. This Site Might Help You. How do you think about the answers? You can sign in
to vote the answer. Tom M. Where is the PCM located at on the Escape? Still have questions?
Get your answers by asking now. I have k miles, arounbd k it started this problem where the
engine light comes on, code is a misfire in some cylinder cylinder varies. I have so far replaced
the EGR, 4 out of 6 coils, all plugs. The problem is still there. When I cold start it in the morning
sub-zero temps, usually it idles very rough and almost stalls. The exhaust has a distinct not
normal smell. It's usually at this point when the engine light comes on. Right now the car is
running terribly, as if missing on one or more cylinders. I have a good mechanic but I don't
think they can figure this one out. Lots of the time random miss fire is caused dirty fuel
injectors. This is a maintenance item, may or may not help but at , miles if nothing has helped,
probably needs it. It's cheaper just to do it than to have a injector flow test performed. Check
your emissions, the entire exhaust system. It could be anything really. It may be a catalytic
converter that became nonfunctional causing the misfire and engine seizing. Follow the
instructions to the letter or, it won't work. I had a similar problem with my Crown Vic and 2
weeks after using the GTP, the light went off and the car is running perfectly. In the worst case
scenario, you could have major engine damage and need it replaced. Otherwise, take it to a
dealer and let them figure it out. Trending News. For Tiger Woods, golf is secondary at this
point. Gerard Depardieu charged with rape, sex assault in Paris. COVID pushes some with
eating disorders to get help. FOMO trend is fueling a homebuying surge. Official on Woods:
He's 'very fortunate' to be alive. Poll: Partisan divide over vaccine acceptance grows. State tax
changes could mean bigger refunds for some. Britney Spears defended by former child star.
Obama, Mickelson wish Tiger well after crash. Keith S. Answer Save. Bliss Lv 4. DB Lv 4. Larry
E Lv 7. A good mechanic could find your problem. Still have questions? Get your answers by
asking now. My check engine light has been coming on, showing codes in pairs - either misfire
in cylinder 1 and 5, 3 and 4, or 2 and 6. Nothing that I do seems to keep it from misfiring. I
checked the MAF it is a hot wire - it is spotless, but I tried to clean it as well. No improvement.
Cleaned the throttle body just for good measure, but couldn't find any significant blockage or
deposits. I also tried some fuel system cleaner with not much improvement - I took it down to
the injectors and swapped a couple of them out to see if the misfire moved with them. It didn't - I
still got the same codes. While I was down there, inspected the manifold and gaskets but didn't
notice anything out of the ordinary. I have looked for a vacuum leak, but was unable to find any
- as far as I can see the hoses, etc are in good shape. Possible I missed something. All of this
work has resulted in some improvements - i. It idles better, accelerates better, has some more
power, etc than it did. Still getting the CEL, still feels like it is running rough, still a lot of
vibration and still a loss of power, especially just after it shifts up into the next gear on
acceleration. Still has poor fuel economy also. One of the reasons that it has taken me so long
to diagnose this is that every time I replaced a part, I disconnected the battery, and for a couple
of days it would run better. Then it would start running badly, and the CEL would come back on.
I thought I finally had the right solution about a dozen times. Just recently realized that
disconnecting the battery was resetting something in the computer. After that, I replaced all 4
O2 sensors K, and I don't believe that they have ever been replaced. That was yesterday - took
the car for a drive today. CEL has not come on, but when I accelerated the car skipped - almost
like something either missed, hesitated, or misfired in the car. It feels better, but still has a hard
time accelerating after it shifts up into the next gear - almost like it is shifting too early or

something. I'm afraid that I still haven't fixed the problem, and hoping to get it licked for once
and for all. So any answers that might help me do that would be greatly appreciated. I have
recently got an computer scan tool AutoEnginuity - I can read and monitor the codes and some
live data streams if that would be of any use. If there is any other information that would be
helpful or testing procedures that you would recommend, please let me know. I know this is a
lot of verbiage, but I figure the more information the better. Beside that you have the fuel
pressure sensor as a second candidate to cause that problem. This can help to locate the
components check your email. I have been trying for some time to get my '01 Escape to run
smoothly - I have been having problems with poor acceleration, loss of power, rough idle, and
rough running for quite a while. Do you. Was this answer. I was hoping you could clarify your
response. As I mentioned, I have already replaced the camshaft position sensor. I am reluctant
to go ahead and replace the catalytic converters, as there are multiple converters and the two
just off the engine are both expensive and a royal pain to access. None of the usual resources
that I check have any info about it. Is this usually a dealer only part? Do you have any further
info about the location, or the part number or manufacturer, or where I could find such a thing?
All codes point to vacuum leak or a weak pump or pcm problem. Normal range is plus or minus
8. If you rev the engine to to rpm and hold it for a minute or so, and the STFT value drops back
down to a more normal reading, it confirms the engine has a vacuum leak at idle. If the STFT
value does not change much, the lean fuel condition is more likely a fuel delivery problem weak
fuel pump than a vacuum leak. From there we see which way to go. Do not replace any parts
yet. Get back to me as soon as you find something. Between when I asked the first question and
my follow-up I had already replaced both the fuel injectors and the fuel pump with a used one believing it was a weak fuel delivery problem. The following are screen shots from several of the
times that the CEL came on. Hopefully they will help. I did not do the test that you suggested
because the first thing that I noticed when I hooked up the scanner was the STFT was below 8
as in the last capture. I can still try it if necessary, just let me know. Thank you for the screen
shots have the ignition module tested at an automotive repair shop then get back to me. There
is no "ignition module" on this vehicle. There is also no distributor - according to the Haynes
manual, the ignition system consists of the PCM, Crankshaft sensor, camshaft sensor, spark
plugs, COP, and that's pretty much it. It says that "the functions of the ignition control module
are incorporated into the PCM. What else could it be? Check the vacuum lines that are wrapped
in heat protective coverings. They tend to fall apart internally but you cant see it. With vehicle
idling, move the vacuum lines around and see if it changes the idle. Have seen this on many
Fords Was this answer. I had almost the same issue. I have a Escape with , My vehicle would
run really rough and misfire, especially worse when it would rain or snow. I took my vehicle to a
mechanic several times and he had no idea what was going on with it. I spent several hundred
dollars and the issue was not fixed. He just said you must have bad gas or something. I kept
driving on it for some time and one day my EGR valve blew out and my vehicle was inoperable.
My catalytic converter was glogged up to the point the pressure blew out the EGR. I had 2 coil
packs that were bad and a few seals needed replaced. The coil pack itself wasn't bad, just the
rubber boot, but I didn't realize at that time just the boot could be replaced by itself. It had
cracks in it and moisture was leaking in. Several months later I had the same symptoms return
and after scanning the check engine light, I found another coil pack had went out. Replaced it
with a new one and that fixed my problems. No issues. Just wish I would have spent the 2 grand
in the first place. Mjacoby - Replacing all 6 coil packs was one of the first things that I did.
Mathiaso - I took my car to a mechanic and asked him to check it out and let me know what he
thought was causing the problems described. It continues to sputter, jerk, and hesitate - even
popping from the rear when we start it up in the morning. The CEL continues to read Cylinder
misfire. Although I have no reason to distrust this mans word, I have a hard time believing it is
such a serious problem, when it is so intermittent and I still seem to get a significant
improvement in the performance just by unhooking the battery and re-setting the system.
Further, I discussed this with a second mechanic and he told me he would hardly ever trust a
cylinder leak-down test as they are not reliable at all - but with this many miles on the engine it
could definitely be a mechanical failure. Further research on this site among others suggests
that it may indeed be the valves as the popping sound is characteristic of bad valves. I am also
loosing some anti-freeze very slowly - I've had to add more twice over the last 3 months. But no,
I haven't had anyone test the ignition transformer yet. My question would be - is this a likely
scenario? Or is it still more likely that one of the other cause previously mentioned is the
culprit? Fuel rail pressure regulator, catalytic converter, ignition transformer, PCM, etc Was this
answer. When compression is lower in one or more cylinders, then the valves or the rings are
suspect. A wet compression test is useful in deciding whether rings or valves are the problem.
If compression comes up during the wet compression test, then the rings are most likely the

problem. Conversely, if compression does not comes up then leaking valves are the likely
problem. A leak-down test is more precise and pinpoint what the problem is. If air is heard
escaping from the exhaust, then you have a leaking exhaust valve. If air is heard escaping from
the intake, then you have a leaking intake valve. If air escapes and causes bubbles in the
radiator, the head gasket or cracked head is the problem. If air comes from the pcv valve,
leaking ring is indicated. The popping noise you mentioned is coming from the catalytic
converter, because of the misfire, unburned fuel enter the exhaust and ignites in the converter.
The most likely is leaky exhaust valve that has been allowing unburned fuel to enter the exhaust
system. A real cylinder leak-down test must be perform to make sure the problem is only the
valves or the rings, because it is expensive repair and there is no room for guessing. I
understand what you are saying, and plan first thing next week to take it to a dealership for a
leak-down test if I cannot get to it myself. I do have one more question - you mentioned that the
popping sound is the unburned fuel escaping into the exhaust and burning at the catalytic
converter. I understand this can happen because I had a BMW with a dead spark plug that had
this exact problem. The confusion that I have is because when the Ford "pops" it is right when I
start it up in the morning. After not running it all night, and the catalytic converter cold enough
to hold in my hand is precisely when I get the MOST popping sounds. Usually it goes away after
the car gets warm, later in the day. Generally it happens within the first 10 seconds of start-up,
so how could the cat be hot enough to be igniting unburnt fuel? Is there some other
explanation? Hello, When engine get cool, the aluminum head relax, that is the time where any
liquid make there move, either through valve guide, or oil rings or head gasket. A mix of coolant
or a mix of oil with fuel causes misfire when engine start for few seconds in the morning. When
engine get hot, the head expands and that help seal little bit the leak but compression will still
be loss. Consider the popping noise as thunder and lightning. When you see the lightning it
takes few seconds before you hear the thunder. If you disconnect the exhaust from the engine,
you better have hear plugs on when you start the engine because you will find out where the
sound originate. Before I could get to the cylinder leak-down test, I got a compression tester to
check the compression myself, to verify what has been told me. The results are below: Dry:
Wet: 1- 2- 3- 4- 5- 6- There is some variation, but I'm skeptical that these results would warrant a
teardown and rebuild of the engine. If there was a problem with any of the cylinders, no matter
where it was, wouldn't it show up here? These seem pretty solid results to me, don't you think on a 9 year old Ford with K? I also did a vacuum test a couple weeks ago and got great results very steady reading, no fluctuation. Should I maybe be looking in another direction entirely, or
is a cylinder leak-down test still needed? Hello ArchMedic No change in compression with a wet
test regarding 2 tell me the problem is valve related probably a bad exhaust valve or a blown
head gasket. Have a leak down test done so we can continue. I have still been unable to get my
Escape working correctly. I have been to another repair shop, where they diagnosed it with an
manifold air leak, replaced the spark plugs and re-assembled it with liquid gasket sealant and
declared it fixed. It ran well for about 3 days, and then the CEL came back on and the problems
started all over again. I haven't been getting the misfire code in some time maybe that was the
spark plugs - I had platinum 2. When I apply manually apply vacuum to the EGR valve, the
engine stumbles and almost stalls. I can feel a vacuum at the input to the solenoid switch, and
all the lines look good. I can feel a week flow less than 1 psi at the input for the DFPE sensor at
idle. What could be causing this code to set? Is there any other way that I can test this system,
or any part of it? I also just worked on same vehicle. Clogged converter! It is caused by cylinder
misfire, typically from wore out spark plugs. The misfire in return ruins the converter. Hi
mcsgarage Which catalytic did you chance? Their is 3 on them. Sometimes I get P catalyst
system efficiency for bank 1, and always misfire on cylinder 2 and 5. Thanks Was this answer.
Moparpa While changing the O2 sensors on my escape did nothing for me, I did eventually
figure it out. I had purchased some knock-off coil packs, and they were just not up to the task.
Eventually a dealership figured it out. I bit the bullet and bought 6 new coil packs, OEM this
time. It is now 8 months since I've had to touch the engine aside from oil changes. No CEL, no
misfires whatsoever. Also, just a tip - if you have an Advanced Auto parts store nearby, go
online and find a discount code. Make a purchase online with the code - and just select local
store pickup. You get the same part at the local store, but with a discount. I did it with the coil
packs and saved percent. Some non OEM components just are not up to the mark and it can kill
as we tend to overlook them once we have thenm replaced. When things don't work out as they
should, getting back to the basics is the only way to root out the cause. After a month of
changing sensors and chasing computer codes, mine was a clogged catalytic converter,
specifically the bottom one. A mechanic advised me to disconnect the crossover that connects
the two manifolds underneath and start the engine. Yes, it is loud, but if the engine runs right
when you do this, the lower cat is your problem. Please login or register to post a reply. Related

Engine Runs Rough Content. Also The Check Eng. When your car's check engine comes on the
first thing you think of is my car still safe to drive? This is a valid point because in some
instances the car will be fine while Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free! Check Engine
Light just came on. Have since noticed that when at a stop with vehicle in gear the engine
sounds like it's "missing" and the engine also makes light rattling sound at the same time. Any
ideas? Do you. Was this answer. Had it scanned and was told that it came up 6 Ignition Coil.
What is a reason retail cost I should expect to pay to have it replaced? What causes this to go
bad? Should I expect that coils are soon to follow? You have three coils each coil fires two
plugs. Why they go down? There electronic they do what they do. Heat from engine, vibration,
firing thousands a minute, 79K miles and 8yrs. Service would be a few reasons. So can't
speculate on the other two. Good luck Was this answer. Vehicle had misfire and illuminated
check engine light Vehicle not misfiring now. Light still on. Had vehicle scanned showed misfire
cylinder 3. No repair, but also no misfire--engine runs smooth and has full power. Will Engine
light shut off itself after a number of cycles? Thanks Was this answer. Thanks very much for
information and super fast response Was this answer. Computer problem Ford Escape 6 cyl
Four Wheel Drive Automatic As I mentioned above, my check engine light came on, so I
scanned it, finding the code to be P idle air control under speed error. What do you think could
be the problem? Mark mhpautos Was this answer. Is it idling roughly? If so, I suggest either
cleaning the IAC, or replacing it entirely. Check engine light is on. I have a variety of different
symptoms: 1. Rough Idle - extremely loud "clunking" noise. Stalling - at first only when the car
was cold, now even when it's warmed up. Little to no power when I accelerate - especially after
reverse. Little to no brakes when I first start to drive - amount of force required to brake is
extremely high. Upon starting, RPM jumps to , then drops and bounces between and Lets start
with what is the exact code numbers you have not code descriptions? I believe it was P I
already had the ignition coil replaced, because that's what the mechanic said was wrong. Check
engine light went off, but it came back on the next day. Well, it happened again. When I first took
it to them only symptoms 1 and 3 were happening. Since then it's gotten progressively worse. It
was actually P, not P Sounds like the guy replacing the coil is guessing the computer is a
expensive guess. Is he willing to pay for the computer if it doesnt fix it? Without testing some
Thing's cant tell you whats going on does the coil spark when it runs poorly? I can quickly
warm up the engine in about 5 minutes and it the
cat5e and cat6 wiring diagram
2014 bmw x3 manual
chevy c70 service manual
n runs fine. Check engine light only tripped once with a cycinder 2 misfire code but symptoms
are constant when engine is cold. Is it possible ignition coil is faulty only when engine is cold?
What else could check. Go to Autozone or Advance Auto and get scanned free- Was this
answer. Or how about paying for the coil thats not the issue? The only code that showed was
cycl 2 misfire. That code has been erased and all is clear now. Check engine light is not on right
now. I replace the IAC valve already and the engine temp sending unit to no avail. Only chokes
when engine is cold. I've been thru the bad ignition coil thing with my wife's '03 escape Please
login or register to post a reply. Related Check Engine Light Content. Check Engine Light On?
When your car's check engine comes on the first thing you think of is my car still safe to drive?
This is a valid point because in some instances the car will be fine while Asked by iskigordon
aol. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

